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biography
Let me say this about the songs of Dr. Dook: they’re good friends, but I
wouldn’t rent any of them an apartment. Maybe it sounds a little harsh,
but let me explain myself. These songs are all good guys. Fine to kick a
few brews back with, but don't cross that kegger line. Get it???
Everyone of these tunes can handle their booze, dont get me wrong, but
deep down, there’s more stirring than Edgar Allen Poe’s bathrobe in the
laundry. You get these songs going on a heavy night, and suddenly
there’s a hole punched through the bathroom wall clean into the hallway.
It’ll take more than a poster or two to patch that up. Say one of these
songs has a birthday, it and its friends will get a little too rowdy, and one
of ‘em, I’m not pointing any fingers here ("No Name Song"), ends up
throwing the stereo remote through the kitchen window. Never mind the
fact the entertainment center is on the other side of the house. Get it??
Then look at it like this. A Dr. Dook show is like a game of Travel
Scrabble®. Only instead of smaller magnetized versions of the normal
game pieces, you’re gonna see small pockets of counter culture. You
know, the groove kids on the floor, letting the smooth sounds move
them, and the “the” kids who know about every band before they’ve even
formed, and they’re sitting at the tables drinking seven dollar beers while
taking mental notes on the bands technique.
But the thing is, and this is truly the thing of things to get if you're gonna
get anything, everybody’s digging it. They're all into it. It’s the coin thing,
the flip side, the alternate version of the tale, the Sun/Nemesis-that
bullshit can't be for real, but then again stranger things have happened prince and pauper, knight to king, you can’t castle while you’re in check.
These songs really cook in a way that Lenny Bruce would dig a taco sort
of way. They’ve got emotional weight. You can jam to them. Got it.
-Captain J. T. Meares
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